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When I try to run the.exe file, it downloads the 3d download manager. The.exe comes in a folder
containing the.rar file and the modded.exe file. The modded.exe file runs fine but when I try to run
the.rar file, the 3d download manager comes and tries to download it. However, it never opens. Can
anyone help me please?Q: Passing error in constructor? I am new to Swift, and I wrote a simple test
program using the playground. class Ninja { private let katana = "Katana" private let shurikens =
["Wooden Fish", "Hardened Iron"] init(n: String, s: [String]) { self.title = n self.description = s } } let
ninja = Ninja(n: "Ninja1", s: ["Loreline", "Jungle"]) print(ninja.title) // Output: "Ninja1" I want to tell
the user that he entered a wrong name if input is not an array of strings. Something like: let ninja =
Ninja(n: "", s: ["Loreline", "Jungle"]) print(ninja.title) // Can't be outputted Is it possible to pass an
error like in the second code? And if yes, how can I use this in my program? A: You can't construct
an instance of Ninja with a non String input, but you could have a method that's more specific about
what kind of input it's accepting. Here's an example of a constructor that only accepts an array of
strings func ninja(title: String, description: [String]) -> Ninja { return Ninja(n: title, s: description) }
let ninja1 = ninja("Ninja1", [ "Loreline", "Jungle" ]) print(ninja1.title) // "Ninja1" If your constructor
is more general, don't change it. That might leave the user with an instance that can't be used. To
test whether your array is empty, use a guard let or a where statement var description = [String]
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